
Mostly crushable and washable, fully adjustable, fashionable hats for men, women and children.

SUMMER
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We have added a few new styles to the 
e-Collection that proved so popular since 
launching last year, all keeping within the 
E-theme: Exotic, Exquisite, Extraordinary, 
Exceptional, Essential, Easy & Elite.
Fashion hats designed for those occasions 
when you need to take your style up a notch. 

Bianca
#EBD156

A glammed-up visor that can be worn to the best 
beach and country clubs in town. Just under 8 cm 
brim, with gold edged suede ribbon and Velcro 
straps to easily adjust the fit.

BLACK / IVORY

#EBD95 - Beau

100% natural fibre

spot wasHable

size: 58 cm



Trés Chic Breton
#EBD162

Natural fibre braid Breton style hat with contrasting 
colour combinations - a cheeky look!

BLACK / IVORY BROWN / IVORY

Beau
#EBD95

Classic Fedora style with a 55 mm wire-edge brim 
and a wide Petersham band in black.
Suits both men and women. 

MIXED BLACK
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100% natural fibre

spot wasHable

size: 58 cm & 61 cm

100% natural fibre

spot wasHable

size: 58 cm



Victoria
#EBD130 

Cotton/natural fibre hat with a wire brim for easy 
adjustment and creative styling, finished with a 
matching Petersham trim.

NATURAL
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Celeste
#EBD206

We introduce our first felt-looking hat, which is in 
fact a suede wide brim Fedora. 

GREY

sueDe / polyester

spot wasHable

size: 58 cm

100% natural fibre

spot wasHable

size: 58 cm



Gigi
#EBD128

Soft crushed look which can be manipulated to be 
either fashionable, dressy or flattering. It features a
4 cm matching colour ribbon around the crown.

navy

natural

brown rust

olive

Bella
#EBD146

Sporting a heritage town and country style, 
this polybraid is complemented with a stylish
belt trim. Available in four colour tones.
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IVORY / BLACK

IVORY / BLUE

IVORY / IVORY IVORY / TAN

100% polybraiD

HanD wasHable

size: 58 cm (all)

size: 61 cm (iVory / iVory)

100% natural fibre

not wasHable

size: 58 cm



Sienna
#EBD122

This chic medium size brim hat is made from 100% 
natural fibre and is available in two colour tones.
The thick waxed cord with trim finishes the look.

CharCoal light brown

Hepburn
#EBD119

Exceedingly popular, we have modified the printed 
scarf in the natural/black for those loving leopard print. 
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natural / black
leopard ScarF

Ivory / orange
orange SCarF

100% natural fibre

not wasHable

size: 58 cm

100% natural fibre

spot wasHable

size: 58 cm
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Morgan
#EBD76

A sure win - this slightly crushable Raffia cloth sewn hat
with 4 cm black Grosgrain ribbon band is truly elegant.

natural

100% natural fibre

not wasHable

size: 58 cm

raffia is soft, pliable, strong anD 
Durable, making an exCellent 
material for weaVing Hats.

#EBD138 - Roxy



Amy
#EBD14

The 12 cm wide brim will keep you cool. The brown
waxed cord is tied with red wooden beads.

natural

Roxy
#EBD138

A much requested, hip, quality raffia straw crochet 
Fedora hat with colour coordinated beads.
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TAUPE BLACK

100% raffia straw

not wasHable

size: 58 cm

100% natural fibre

spot wasHable

size: 58 cm

Turquoise



Raffia Breton
#ERL803

This high quality handwoven gorgeous raffia hat
can be worn up or down for added sun protection.
It will keep you cool during the entire day.

natural mushroom

100% raffia

spot wasHable

size: 58 cm
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Breton
#ER35C

This international best-selling hat is now 
available in the on-trend colour, Suede.
A hat that looks good anywhere, any time! 
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coralSUEDE light brown bright red plum stone

black

seafoam

navy

stone

seafoam

white

hydrangea

bright red

ivory poppy

lemon

navy

lime

hot pink

light blue

turquoise

prism pink jacaranda white

Petite Breton
#ER35P

Our international best-selling hat 
for smaller & younger heads!

Stevie
#EBD161 

A finely-braided natural fibre Trilby in colour block 
style. Features our signature adjustable head size.
Suits both men, women & teens.

NATURAL / BLACK / 
IVORY

IVORY / BLACK /
ORANGE

100% natural fibre

spot wasHable

size: 58 cm & 61 cm

100% polyester maCHine knitteD

HanD wasHable

size: 58 cm

100% polyester maCHine knitteD

HanD wasHable

size: 55 cm
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Sydney
#ER38AC

Introducing the popular Hydrangea colour. 
This style can be worn with the brim up or 
down providing excellent sun protection. 
Made with subtle colours, woven together 
into a thin breathable acrylic braid.

hydrangea

MIXED caMEl

seafoam

red denim

ivory

Calypso
#ERL732

Lycra visor suitable for wearing in and out of the 
water with tie- up adjustable head size. 

whitehot pink

lime

black

turquoiseorange

80% nylon, 20% spanDex

HanD wasHable

size: 58 cm

light blue

100% aCryliC braiD

HanD wasHable

size: 58 cm



Scrunchie
hydrangea / white dot white / pink dot

white / black dot

grey / white dot

black / white dot red / black dot

bROWN / White dOt

navy / white dot

orange / white dot

Gilly
suede

navy light grey

bright red

seafoam stone

white
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#ESCR18

You can adjust the 11.5 cm wire-edged wide 
brim on this fun dotted hat to match your 
every mood.

100% polyester ribbon

HanD wasHable

size: 58 cm

#ERL73

This mannish style, made from 100% 
polyester has a matching cord trim 
around the crown and tie at the side. 
Ideal for all outdoor activities. 

black

100% polyester maCHine knitteD

HanD wasHable

size: 58 cm
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Kristy
#EBD105

Flirty and fun, the bright colours are non-colourfast 
and can have a fading effect. Neutral colours of 
Camel & Natural are available in sizes 58 and 61 cm. 
Suits both men and women.

blue

camelORANGE

fuschia

natural

lime

Gillaroo
#EBD17

Forever popular, the wire in the brim allows for
creative styling.

BROWN natural ivory / white

100% natural fibre

not wasHable

size: 58 cm (all)

size: 61 cm (Camel & natural only)

50% polyester, 50% natural fibre

spot wasHable

size: 58 cm



Capetonian
#ECT11

This style is flattering on anybody. 
Featuring a wide brim with waxed cord 
offering excellent sun protection.

ivoryHYDRANGEA

red whitepistachio

light brown

brown

2322

denim

100% aCryliC

HanD wasHable

size: 58 cm

Gatsby
#ERL30G

The beading trim around the crown and knot at the 
back completes the look.

CHOCOLATE

PISTACHIO

IVORY / WHITE

CHARCOAL

NATURAL

50% polyester, 50% natural fibre

spot wasHable

size: 58 cm
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Capeline
seafoam ocean blue

chocolate

french navy

beige light brown

white#ER44C

Still a classic look with the ribbon trim and 
stud adding that special finish.

100% polyester maCHine knitteD

HanD wasHable

size: 58 cm

BLACK / WHITE

Ribbon Braid 
Breton NAUTICAL PISTACHIO

TURQUOISE

LIGHT BROWN

BROWN / ORANGE

RED

PERI

CHOCOLATE

#ERL21

This contrasting poly-ribbon braid offers a 
punch of colour and can be worn with the 
brim up or down. 100% polyester ribbon braiD

HanD wasHable

size: 58 cm
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Safari
BEIGE / BEIGE TRIM

NAVY / NAVY TRIM

WHITE / NAUTICAL WHITE / WHITE TRIM

KHAKI / KHAKI TRIMDENIM / DENIM TRIM

WHITE / BLACK TRIM

50% polyester, 50% Cotton

HanD wasHable

size: 58 cm, 61 cm & 63 cm

#ERM723

More than sophistication, the 30 cm
Petersham trim gives this style flair, 
whether at the beach, in the bush or on 
the golf course. Suits both men and women.
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Oscar
#ERM725

The lightweight, soft weave of the Oscar allows
the breeze to flow through and keep you cool.
Suits both men and women.

ivory / white

charcoal

natural brown

50% polyester, 50% natural fibre

spot wasHable

size: 58 cm, 61 cm & 63 cm
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Sarah
#EB27

This big-brimmed hat offers maximum protection for 
young ladies, whether on a sailing boat, at the beach 
or in the bush.

nautical denim rainbow
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Explorer
#EXP11

Khaki has been added for those bush whackers!
This water-repellent lightweight hat has a chin strap to 
keep it securely on your head even during the Cape’s 
black South Easter or on the back of an open 4x4.
Suits both men, women and children.

khaki / khaki

camel / navy

natural / khaki navy

100% polyester miCrofibre

HanD wasHable

size: 56 cm, 58 cm, 61 cm & 63 cm

iDeal for sCHool & sports

100% polyester ribbon braiD

HanD wasHable

size: 56 cm
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Billy
#EB78

A fun hat that will protect your adventurers from all 
the elements. Ventilated mesh, super soft, quick-dry 
fabric means they’ll actually keep it on.

PINK

Charlie
#EB818

Cotton bucket hat with block stripes and adjustable 
drawstring for a perfect fit.

nautical pink / orange
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BLUE

100% polyester miCrofibre

HanD wasHable

size: 55 cm

100% Cotton

HanD wasHable

size: 55 cm



Lion Roar

Ziggy Starfish

#ELIO

This canvas sewn Bucket hat with the lion 
appliqués and the “Roar!” embroidered 
on the front will encourage any young man 
to be strong like a lion. Features a contrast 
colour brim/under trim with matching TC 
lining and sweatband with drawstring.

#ESOU11

This adorable hat has an extended brim 
at the back and elastic for better neck 
protection. Colour coordinated contrasting 
fabrics along with the blue/white check 
ribbon around the crown and brim bring 
shabby chic to the toddler set.

Croc Bite and 
Shark Bite
#EB907C CROC BITE  /  #EB907S SHARK BITE

This clever design will delight any child. The cotton 
toggle makes it easier to keep on their head.

SHark bite black shark bite blue croc bite green
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tan / naVY

blue

100% Cotton

HanD wasHable

size: 55 cm (5-7 years)

100% Cotton + tC lining

HanD wasHable

size: 52 cm (2-4 years)

100% Cotton + tC lining

HanD wasHable

size: 49 cm (1-2 years)



Cindy

Gracie

#EB702

Little girls still love the stripes on this oh-so-
pretty multi-colour ribbon sewn hat.

#ESOU11/1

Any girl will feel like a princess in this cotton 
hat printed with alternate floral/dot panels. 
It has a longer elasticised brim at the back
and the chin strap ensures she doesn’t lose it.
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PINK / DENIMLAVENDER / PURPLEBRIGHT

pink blue

34

Sandy Denim
#EBD11

The trendy Sandy Denim is made from 100% Cotton, 
has a chin strap and is suitable for boys and girls.

100% Cotton

HanD wasHable

size: 46 cm (6 montHs - 1 year)

DENIM

100% polyester ribbon braiD

HanD wasHable

size: 52 cm (2-4 years - pink)

size: 54 cm (3-6 years - brigHt & laVenDer)

100% Cotton + wHite tC lining

HanD wasHable

size: 46 cm (6 montHs - 1 year - pink)

size: 49 cm (1-2 years - pink & blue)

animal



CERAMIC HEADS
Choose from our range of hand painted ceramic 
heads by the talented artists at Calori A Mano.
Ideal for table tops, desks and in-store displays.

About Us
Emthunzini Hats was started seven years ago and 
remains a solely owned and family operated business, 
specialising in women’s, men’s and children’s hats. 
Our extensive range is designed in Australia to give 
you serious sun protection while making you look 
great. We are proud of the high quality of our hats 
and we work hard to ensure you get the best value 
for your money, despite the sometimes challenging 
global market conditions. 

MEDUnSA

Most samples of most Emthunzini hats are tested 
by the Photobiology Laboratory at MEDUNSA and 
carry the in vitro SPF Test Certificate, symbolising that 
they have undergone the SPF-testing procedure 
as developed by Diffey and Robson, and meet the 
requirements of the Australian and South African test 
methods on the Optometrics SPF 290 Analyzer.

ARPAnSA

We are committed to providing quality products 
made from High Grade ARPANSA (Australian 
Radiation Protection & Nuclear Safety Agency) 
approved materials.

 

CAnCER SEAL Of RECOGnITIOn

Most Emthunzini Hats have been awarded the 
Cancer Association of South Africa (CANSA) Seal of 
Recognition (CSOR) symbolising that our products 
offer the assurance of protection against the harmful 
effects of the sun. Hats that carry the UPF50+ swing 
ticket have been specially tested and verified as 
meeting the UPF50+ requirements.

UPf TESTInG

UPF testing involves exposing a fabric to Ultraviolet 
Radiation (UVR) and measuring how much is 
transmitted through the sample. Different wavelengths 
of radiation in the UVR spectrum have different effects 
on human skin and this is taken into consideration 
when calculating the UPF rating.

Display Stands

Hat Videos

Stylish display heads and hat stands are available
to order, ideal for large or small display areas.

30 second video clips are available on How to pack; 
How to wash; How to spot wash and How to stlye 
your Emthunzini hats. To view these fun video clips, 
please email tracey@sunhats.co.za.

HATS THAT YOU CAn SEE THROUGH 
OR HAVE “HOLES” In THEM

The holes in the fabric will make a difference 
depending on whether the fabric absorbs or scatters 
the UVR. It is difficult to tell how protective clothing is 
by looking at it or holding it up to the light because 
the human eye responds to visible radiation and not 
to UVR, and the transmission through fabrics in the 
visible range is often higher than in the UVR range.

Laboratory UPF testing simulates a worst case 
situation, where the UVR is incident at right angles 
to the fabric and transmission is therefore maximal. 
In general wear situations, clothing often provides 
protection in excess of the UPF rating because the 
incoming UVR will be a range of different angles and 
only at right angles a fraction of the time.

thus, when consumers see a upf label on an item 
of clothing, they can be confident about the listed 
level of protection.

MOSTLY WASHABLE & CRUSHABLE
Ideal for travelling! You can pack and flatten most 
of our hats into your suitcase or backpack and they 
simply bounce back on arrival.

HAT SIZInG
Ladie’s hats are generally size 58 cm. Men’s hats
are sizes 61 cm or 63 cm, unless otherwise specified.

HAT STAnD
Our solid wood hat stand allows you to display up 
to 18 hats of various sizes and styles.
Ideal for easy fitting and a great way to display stock.
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Corporate Branding

COTTOn

A closely woven cotton fabric that can be packed
and crushed, yet always retains its shape. 

MICROfIBRE

A lightweight, 100% polyester fabric.
Water-repellent and quick drying.   

POLYESTER MACHInE KnITTED

The look of straw in a breathable, crushable
polyester knit or braid.

RAffIA

A natural palm leaf fibre grown on the Island of 
Madagascar. Handwoven. Spot wash only.

TOWELInG COTTOn (TC) LInInG

The TC lining fabric is 65% polyester, 35% cotton.

MIXED fIBRE

A 50% polyester and 50% natural fibre sewn together 
in multiple layers. Spot wash only.

MInIMUM fIRST ORDER

A minimum initial order of 20 hats is required to 
qualify for the wholesale prices. With an initial order 
of 30 or more hats, a complimentary hat stand may 
be included. This remains the property of Emthunzini 
Hats and will have to be returned if no further orders are 
forthcoming.

REPEAT ORDERS

A minimum of 5 hats is required on all repeat orders. 
Once an order has been placed, any additions to 
the existing order must meet minimum repeat order 
requirements i.e. at least another 5 hats must be added 
to the existing order.

STAnDARD TERMS

All orders are COD unless by prior arrangement.

SATISfACTIOn GUARAnTEED

If for any reason you are not satisfied with your purchase, 
please return it within 30 days, with all original tags 
attached, for an exchange or a full refund, less shipping 
and handling. Returns do not apply to hats which 
have been damaged due to mis- use, abuse or gross 
negligence on the purchaser’s part. Return policy will 
also be forfeited if care instructions provided have not 
been adhered to.

SHIPPInG

Generally shipping is via Fastway or other courier services 
that are available. Allow 3- 4 days for shipping to major 
centers and longer for outlying areas throughout South 
Africa. Please be aware that we are at the mercy of 
our shipping partners and there can be unforeseen 
delays with delivery. Note that a tracking number will be 
provided for your reference as soon as this is available.

WITH THANKS
Website: Slice Solutions

Design: Roxy Barlow

Printing: The Printing Press

Our Fabrics

Terms & Conditions

DRAWSTRInG / VELCRO
ADjUSTMEnT

A perfect fit can be ensured with 
the inner drawstring or Velcro 
adjustment at the back of the hat. 
This is also extremely useful in 
windy conditions.

For our regular clients, we do arrange corporate branding 
on our hats and umbrellas.

For smaller orders we will supply the hats and advise the 
details of an excellent branding company.
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DISCLAIMER
Whilst we make every effort to truthfully display the exact colours of hats in our range, colours may vary due to the 
media of advertising in the website and/or catalogue and in printing the catalogue. We will not accept any liability 
in respect of incorrect colour choices being made. If you are in any doubt as to the exact colours please contact us.

CARE InSTRUCTIOnS
Hand wash in cold water using a mild liquid hand soap or spot wash where indicated. Air dry.
Do not use bleach or Woolite®. Do not dry clean. Gently steam to remove any creases or wrinkles.
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Minimum order for embroidery is 
50 hats. We do not charge loadings 
for this service.

To see more of our corporate 
branding please visit our website: 
www.sunhats.co.za

Over the years Emthunzini Hats have been involved in a number 
of corporate responsibility projects, including Xeroderma 
Pigments (XP) Society, National Sea Rescue (NSRI), People 
with Albinism and Charity events. Last year, we donated hats 
to The Big Issue vendors, as they stand in the sun all day selling 
this great local magazine.

Hats off to Emthunzini
SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY




